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By a reduction of analytic formulas it is shown that the p invariant of the 
basic Z,-extension of Q((-3m)‘la), m > 0, (m, 3) = 1, equals 0 whenever 
m t 5 (8). 
INTRODUCTION 
Let E,, = Q(( -m)1/2) for m a positive square-free integer. Let 1 be an odd 
prime and 5, an Pth root of unity. Let F, be the unique subfield of Q(C,J 
of index I - 1 and let En = F, * E,, . Then E, = lJ10 E, is the basic Z,- 
extension of E, . Denote by p( -m), h( -m) the usual Iwasawa invariants, 
so that the I-class number of E, , for sufficiently large n, is given by: 
I-class number = ZFn; e, = p(-m) I” + A(-m) n -+ c. 
In a previous paper, [I], we examined the case (I, m) = 1 by means of 
the analytic formula for class number. Here we perform the same analysis 
in the case 1 I m. Again the goal is to find conditions implying p -= 0. As in 
[I], explicit results are obtained only in the case I = 3. 
The author believes it worthwhile extending the earlier results to this 
case for two reasons. First, it is possible, by use of a Scholz-Leopoldt-type 
spiegelung result, to relate the 3-invariants over Q((-m)l”) to those over 
Q((3m)li”) and similarly, between Q((-3m)‘i”) and Q(m112). Hence 
results for Q((-3m)li2) are valuable. Second, our earlier paper suffers 
from many misprints and an analogous treatment of this case will offer an 
opportunity to set them right. 
1 
Henceforth, let E,, = Q((-Zm)1~2), (m, 1) = 1, m a square-free positive 
integer, and 1 and odd prime. Let E, = uz==, E, = tJ~=, E, . F, be the 
basic (cyclotomic) &-extension of E,, , as described above. Let p = 
p(-lm), X = h(-Zm) be the Iwasawa invariants of this extension. 
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As in [l], we base the discussion on the analytic class number formula 
for an arbitrary number field k: 
1;~ (s - 1) t,(s) = (2S%tRAhk/mle 1 D, 11’2), 
where I& is the Dedekind zeta function, s and t are the number of real and 
complex infinite primes of k, respectively; RK is the regulator; D, , the 
discriminant; hK , the class number; and mk , the order of the group of 
roots of unity of k. 
We refer the reader to [l] for discussion and proofs where they coincide 
with those in that paper. Let DE 0 = -Id, d = m or 4m. 
LEMMA. (a) mE, = mFn = 2 unless E,, = Q((-3)‘12) and 1 = 3 or EO = 
Q((- 1)112), where mE, = 4. 
(b) DE” = lzt(n)+ldz”, t(n) = (n + 1) In - ((P - I)/(/ - 1)) - 1. 
(c) REX = RFn * 2”¶, a, E 2. 
Proof. (a) is a simple argument based on ramification and degrees. 
@I DE =D(EiQ) =NdD@P'N ~W'IQ)" =N,(D(EIEO)D(EOlQ)"". 
By [l], D(F/Q) = P). But E,/F, is tamely ramified at the unique prime 
of F,, lying over I. Hence the exponent of I in Na(D(E/F)) is 1. So 2t(n) + 1 
is the exponent of I in DEn . Also, D(E/E,) is prime to d and so the exact 
power of d in DE0 is the Pth. 
(c) See [I]. 
Let x,, , xo2 = 1 be the characters belonging to Eo/Q and &, j = O,..., 
1” - 1, the characters belonging to F,/Q. As in [I], we then have for 
n 3 I: 
Applying the lemma and the analytic formula, we have 
n L(1, x,&j = (hE,hF,_l&z”) . 2an-a,-1)/hE,_lhF,d~(zn”z~(t~-tn-l)’2. (1) 
O<j<F 
These xoxlj, (j, r) = 1, are the primitive characters for En/Q. But the 
conductor of this extension is clearly dl n+l. Hence each xoxlj is a primitive 
character with conductor w = dP+l. Hence 
O<k<w 
(k,w)=l 
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where T(x,&) is the Gauss sum and / T(x,,x~~)~ = wllz. Comparing (I) and 
(2) and taking absolute values we have 
I ,<EZ. ,<g,, x”%jtk) *  I/ dm(z”)Z(n+l)@) = h,h,Jh,h, ~1 . (3) 
(j,fb=l tI;,lc+=; 
Let Sj be the sum appearing in (3): 
Sj = C xoxlj(k) . k 
O<k<lO 
(i;.W)=l 
&l p-1 
= z. [ & xo(i + tl”+l) jj,j(i) . i $ fZ”‘l zni:l x,‘(i) xo(i $- IIn+‘)] . 
Since x0 is a quadratic (real) character of conductor Zd, (Z, d) = 1, we 
may write x0 = xzxd , where xI is a quadratic character of conductor I and 
xd a quadratic character of conductor d. The character x1 belongs to the 
field Q((-Z)1/2) or Q(P/a) and xd belongs to Q(&/z) or Q((-d)l/z) as 
I = 3 (4) or I -E 1 (4). Now 
iz xo(i -I- tP+l) j&j(i) . i = C i . Xlj(i) C xo(i $- tZnil) 
L t 
d-l 
= 7 i * z,‘(i) T xl(i) xd(i + tZn+l) = C i * ali xl(i) C xd(i i- rP1) 
L t=o 
= 0. 
Therefore 
Sj = Zn+l C 1 t ’ xl’(i) Xl(i) Xf,(i + tZntl). 
t i 
In order to further simplify at this point, we assume that n is chosen so 
that Zn+l :S 1 (d). Then 
sj = In+1 c Rl$(i) c t  * xa(i + t ) .  
z t  
Let Wj ==.~~~~ t  . xd(i + t ) .  Then W, = WI , Wied = Wi , and Wj =: 
W, + d cili XJt). Hence 
sj = l”+l c Rljx&) wi 
i 
[ 
i-l 
= Z”+l; xljxdi) wo + d go xdt) 
I 
. 
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It is clear from the preceding that x&r has conductor P+l. Hence 
p+L1 
& $xl(i) = 0 and therefore 
i-l 
Sj = dl”+l 2 zfxl(i) a(i), where CL(~)= 1 xd(t); 
i t=0 
= dl”+l F zJ(i) /3(i), where p(i) = xl(i) . a(i). 
Hence the left member of (3) reduces to 
This is the absolute value of the norm from Q(&J to Q of the algebraic 
integer Cafe-’ /3(i) xl(i) of Q(&). Choose n sufficiently large so that the 
Iwasawa formula holds. Then taking the I-orders of both members of (3) 
we have 
P - dW + h = or4 N (T PWxdi)) 
= ordt (;/3(i) xl(i)) , where I = (1 - 53. 
Now, t.~ > 0 if and only if the left hand side is > v,(P) for all sufficiently 
large n. This is true if and only if xi j?(i) xl(i) E P”) = (1) for all large IZ. 
Let us write C j?(i) . x1( ) i in terms of an integral basis of Q(J,). Let 
g E Z be a primitive root modulo P+l; 71 = x1(g), a primitive Pth root of 
unity; and 0 < g(s) < P+l, g(s) E gr(ln+l). Then 
l-2 
4 = C (PMs + W - ~MdW + t + W)), 
i=O 
where 0 < t < P-l and t = s(P-l). It follows then that ~1 > 0 if and only 
if I divides each A,, s = 0 ,..., v(P) - 1. 
In the particular case I = 3, it follows that A, = fi( g(0)) + /3( g(3n)) - 
/3( g(q$3n))) - /% gtqV9 + 3”)). Now g(O) = 1, gW) = 3n+1 - 1, and 
g(q$3-)) = 3” + 1 (resp. 2 * 3n + 1) and g(v(3”) + 3”) = 2 3 3” - 1 
(resp. 3n - 1) depending on the choice of g. Recall that, in this situation, 
/3(i) = x3(i) . a(i) and a(i) = z:‘,ri xd(t). 
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Let M(i) = xi=, xd(t) = (~l(i + 1). Then A, = x3(1) M(0) + ~~(3”‘~ - 
1) M(3n+l - 2) - X3(3n + 1) M(3”) - x3(2 . 3” - 1) M(2 . 3” - 2) 
(resp. x3(1) M(0) + ~~(3”‘~ - 1) A~f(3~+l - 2) - x3(2 . 3” + 1) M(2 . 
3%) - ~~(3% - 1) M(3”i - 2)). Now M(0) = 0 and, since 3n+1 = l(d), we 
have M(3n+1 - 2) = M(kd - 1) = 0. In the case 1 = 3, Xd is an even 
character: ~~(-1) = 1. Therefore we have the identity M(kd - t) == 
--M(t - 1) (cf. [l]). Hence A, = -2M(3”) (resp. 2M(3” - 2)). So if 
M(3”) + 0 (3) or M(3” - 2) + 0 (3) then p = 0. Finally, therefore, if 
M(3”) - M(3% - 2) $ 0 (3), then p = 0. But M(3%) - M(3” - 2) = 
Xd(3? + Xd(3n - 1) = xd(3)[xd(3”+‘) + Xd(3n+1 - 3)1 = Zt t1 + Xd(-2)) = 
& (I + ~~(2)). Recall that d = m if -3m E 1 (4), while d = 4m if -3m = 
2, 3 (4). 
THEOREM. The invariant p associated with the basic &-extension of 
Q((-3mY2), (3, m) = 1, is 0 if m + 5 (8). 
EXAMPLES. (1) Q((-129)1/2), m = 43 E 3 (8), SO p = 0. 
(2) ((-174)lL2), m = 58 = 2 (8), sop = 0. 
(3) Q((-87)lj2), m = 29 = 5 (8). But M(3”) = M(3-1) = M(lO) = 
2 f 0 (3), so p = 0. 
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